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Ashby is STELLAR School

Ashby School is taking a lead role in a new Science Learning
Partnership, bringing together Science teachers from across
the region.

Dr North said: “STELLAR has provided a great insight into how
teachers are working together with real enthusiasm and a
willingness to share resources.”

Teachers from Ashby attended the launch of the STELLAR
Ashby School was also the venue for a session on Active
partnership (Science Technology partnership in Leicester,
Approaches to Chemistry and a
Leicestershire And surrounding Regions) at Forest Way School. training session for physics
technicians from across the
Since then, Ashby School has hosted three events, beginning
country.
with an Inspiring Science workshop in the hub, run by former
student Dr Chris North (pictured addressing a STELLAR
Phil Newman, who has been
gathering).
coordinating Ashby’s STELLAR
involvement, said: “It is great for
The partnership is part of a national network of Science
Ashby School to be at the heart of
Learning Centres, helping teachers to share ideas, resources
this partnership.”
and training.

CPD News
What a fantastic, professional-learning
rich year this has been! As a school, we
‘strive for excellence’ and this involves
being sharp, knowing what’s on the
educational horizon and widening our
skills in order to support students. It
always brings a smile to my face to
reflect on our continual commitment to
school excellence through the
responsibility you take for your own
professional development, and that of
your colleagues. THANK YOU!

continue this programme, including
faculty-based PLCs that help to
consolidate cross-curricular learning at
subject level. Many of you have stepped
forward to lead components within your
PLCs; lead teachers are keen to continue
this excellent practice next year so don’t
be afraid to have a chat with them if
there are areas of particular interest to
you. Last year staff returned with so
much enthusiasm and great ideas from
TeachMeet events that Ali and I are keen
to hold our own TeachMeet event at
Congratulations to our NQTs: Esther
Ashby. If you are interested in getting
support with your career planning,
Lockley, Chloe Reeves, Jack Cuthbert and
involved in this event, please let Ali or I
please contact me for a chat.
Naomi Parkinson, who have all
know.
successfully completed their induction
Finally, to those leaving us this year, you
year. We wish them well for their future Can I also encourage you to take a few
will certainly be missed; we wish you
careers.
moments to review your professional
well in your new ventures. For those
development this year. You can use your remaining, I very much look forward to
Lead practitioners and lead teachers
recent PM mid-term review and record
working with you again next term. Have
have worked collaboratively this year to
of your training on BWS to plan for
a great summer break!
establish Professional Learning
future professional development
Communities (PLCs) that provide a forum
Sheila Dennis, Head of Continued
activities, which should take into account
for innovative training and high-quality
Professional Development
school priorities and your personal
learning opportunities. Next year, we will
career aspirations. If you need some

Conducting Class Talk

Teachmeet Tips

For some great tips on questioning skills, go to http://
www.huntingenglish.com/2014/04/10/conducting-classroomtalk/

Demonstrating progress in lessons is one of the latest
topics to come under scrutiny at a Teachmeet gathering.
Since attending her first Teachmeet, textiles teacher Amy
Goy has revised her approach to lesson plans, helping her
to plan and track student progress.
She explained: “If you are going to a lesson that you have
taught before and know what you are doing, you might
think you don’t need a lesson plan. For instance, I have
four Year 10 classes so that means teaching the same
lesson three or four times a week.
“After going to Teachmeet, I now use a lesson plan to
demonstrate progress, by writing down what I hope to
achieve in a good lesson and what will make it
outstanding, in terms of student progress. I would
definitely go to another Teachmeet.”

Signpost significant points. Students will listen to others in the
main, but it is human nature to tune out of talk every once in a
while, no matter how interesting. Ensure that students don’t
miss the important stuff. Give them incontrovertible signals
about what contributions have most value. For example: ‘That
is a really good idea James…how does it link…’

Progress is good if...
Progress is outstanding if...
Other tips for monitoring progress included asking
students to write one line after each lesson about what
they had learned during that lesson.

For more gems like this, from York-based Assistant
Headteacher and regular blogger Alex Quigley, go to http://
www.huntingenglish.com/

A Teachmeet is an informal gathering of teaching
professionals who focus on a particular area and hope to
benefit from sharing, or listening to, other people’s ideas.

You can also follow him on Twitter @HuntingEnglish
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Salad Days for Literacy
Tom Ellicock is the school’s new Literacy Coordinator. His role Book, to record the key words from every subject. The Vocab
is to work with teaching staff to devise a consistent approach Book will give students a concise, up-to-date, literary focus
to literacy across all Faculties.
across their whole timetable.
One of the first initiatives to emerge
from the newly-formed literacy group,
overseen by Tom, has been the
introduction of writing frames. These
simple grids—several for each Faculty,
populated with useful phrases—help
students to develop complex
sentence structure.

The school’s first DEAR day – Drop Everything
And Read– was also hailed as a huge success.
As part of a national initiative, one block of
form time was dedicated to reading, from
either books, tablets or other devices.

Tom explained: “If a student is in
resistant materials and struggling to
write a specification for a coffee table,
the writing frame acts as a standard
literacy guide.” Writing frames for
each subject area can be found on the
Realsmart literacy website.
In addition, every Year 10 student is to be given a Vocabulary

Rebecca Masters it

Meanwhile, a SALAD (Speaking And Listening
Active Day) event will place the emphasis on
speaking and listening, the two other key
elements of literacy. Teachers and students
will use quizzes, presentations, role play and
other verbal techniques—instead of writing—
to boost students’ confidence and skills in
speaking and listening. Tom said: “All teachers
are teachers of literacy so it is extremely
important that we have a consistent approach across the
school. We have lots more exciting ideas to promote literacy
next year.”

New Course for Andy

What ELSA for Sue?

Teacher Rebecca Knight has
graduated from Loughborough
University with an MSc in Design and
Technology.

Head of Geography Andy Hallas is
one of the first people in the country
to take the new National Professional
Qualification in School Leadership.

Sue Matkin is training to become the
school’s first Emotional Literacy
Support Assistant.

Rebecca researched The Significance
of Design and Technology for
Disaffected Pupils. Her research
identified elements of Design and
Technology, English and Maths
lessons which engaged students or
put them off. The majority of
disaffected students were found to
be suffering from low self esteem.
Rebecca has since helped to run
INSET sessions on ‘Engaging Boys’
and ‘Vocational Learning’.

The course requires Andy to
complete two core units—
’Succeeding in School Leadership’ and
‘Closing the Gap’ - and two research
projects. Andy said: “We all need to
push ourselves and come out of our
comfort zone occasionally. The
course has been a steep learning
curve but that was the point of it.”
The nationally recognised
qualification is aimed at experienced
middle leaders.
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Run by Leicestershire County
Council’s Psychology Service, the
course equips staff to support
students whose emotional, social and
behavioural development Is
impacting on their experience of
school. Students may have issues
with confidence, problems at home,
bereavements, or may simply find it
difficult to fit in at school. Students in
need of support will be identified by
school staff. Sue will then work with
them to develop useful skills such as
concentration and problem solving,
as well as greater self esteem and
strategies to cope with anxiety.

The Perfect (Ofsted) Lesson
How can you make sure in the brief time that an
inspector spends in your classroom that you are lesson
ticks enough boxes to impress and gain that
outstanding grade?
This is the question posed by ‘ The Perfect
(Ofsted) Lesson’ which purports to give teachers the
Ofsted criteria for an outstanding lesson in six
simple steps:
1.

The music-challenge reward. Get students into
the habit of getting on with small challenges (perhaps
to music) when they come in.

2.

The starter. This could be a curiosity or a challenge.

3.

Describe, simply and exactly what you want the
students to be able to do by the end of the lesson. Do
this at two levels (at least) for differentiation.

4.

The lesson should involve * a challenging level of
subject knowledge; * active, collaborative learning, *
choice of activities; *lots of higher order questions, *
visual aids and practical activities

tic and
Be energe
tic.
enthusias
ny
Channel a
nerves into
passion.

5. DIRT Dedicated Improvement and Reflection Time through
assessment AS learning.
6. Plenary/ review
The book can be borrowed from the school library.

What Colour is Thursday?
Does a goldfish know it is your pet? If you borrow a
million pounds, does that make you a millionaire?

A Year in the Hub
Here is a snapshot of what teachers
have said about the hub, during its first
year:
‘The hub is spacious and flexible. The
hub provides fantastic adaptable space
that allows the students and teachers
to experience a relaxed environment ,
thus improving learning and ensuring
real progression. It is an environment
that stimulates the teacher and the
student. It is a fun place to be.’

Questions like this and many more are posed by Ian
Gilbert’s ‘Little Book of Thunks’ - beguiling questions
about everyday life which encourage us to look at
the world in new ways.
This is just one of the popular books available from
the Professional Learning Resources section of the
school library.
Recent arrivals include ‘Engaging Learners’ by Andy
Griffith and Mark Burns and ‘How to Teach’ by Phil
Beadle.

‘The open learning space allowed
pupils to engage with teaching on
several levels creating a level playing
field for each pupil in the group. As a
result students reported improved
lesson enjoyment, raised confidence in
lessons and an increased
understanding of their need to be
active participants in their own
education.'

Sheila Dennis said: “Professional reading has
enormous benefits for teacher development.
Reading stimulates teachers’ thinking and
professional knowledge and ensures that their
practice is up-to-date. This, in turn, can lead to
whole school improvement.”
Titles available from school can be found on the
intranet under ‘Teaching and Learning’ in
‘Professional Learning Resources’.

‘In my experience, every student was
involved and learning, every minute
that they were in the Hub.’
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